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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Study Background 

In 2019, the Carrbridge Capercaillie Group, in consultation with the Cairngorms National Park 

Authority, contracted Bath and Associates Inc. to conduct a human dimensions study focused on 

assessing public views about capercaillie (Tetrao urogallus) and capercaillie conservation issues in 

Carrbridge and vicinity.  

Dr. Bath and Bath and Associates Inc. have more than 30 years of experience in conducting objective 

scientific research on wildlife-related issues worldwide for governments, NGOs and international 

agencies; such research always is designed to give the respondents in the study a voice in resource 

management decision-making and aid agencies wishing to better understand the needs and views of 

their respective publics. The research is not a voting instrument. Rather, it is designed as a means for 

people to communicate about the topic in hand and share their views and concerns.  

The scientific data we present here can assist 1) in making recommendations about public acceptance 

for capercaillie conservation initiatives and strategies, 2) document general views about capercaillie, 

3) explore public views on the causes and solutions of the decline in capercaillie populations, and 4) 

balance vocal views whether extremely positive or extremely negative with representative data. It 

provides baseline information on how people perceive capercaillie management and conservation and 

how spread those views are within the project study area. With such baseline data, as numbers of 

capercaillie change, stronger or weaker relationships are built between authorities and residents, 

educational efforts implemented and changing demographics occur within the community, attitudinal 

and belief monitoring will be possible. Therefore, evaluation of activities in changing attitudes and 

behaviours could be measured. 

Data were collected by Bath and Associates Inc. in September 2019 with a representative sample of 

247 residents of the project study area. The sample size allows results to be accurate to within ± 5 

percent points, 19 times out of 20, the standard for human dimensions in wildlife resource 

management research. More details of the sampling procedure can be found in the Methodology 

section.  

 

Major Findings 

On average, respondents: 

• Had a positive attitude toward capercaillie; 

• Were concerned about the status of capercaillie populations; 
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• Valued capercaillie for its ecological, cultural and existence values more so than its 

instrumental value (i.e., as tourism attraction); 

• Wanted capercaillie to always be in Scotland and agreed we should protect the bird for future 

generations; 

• Believed lack of habitat to be the main threat to capercaillie; 

• Were willing to change certain behaviours to protect capercaillie and report suspect wildlife 

crime; 

• Agreed in promoting responsible access and dog walking, but disagreed in limiting the number 

of people visiting the park; 

• Slightly disagreed that capercaillie should be used as a symbol to attract more tourists to 

Carrbridge; 

• Agreed that gamekeepers are important to capercaillie conservation; 
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Study Context and Methodology 
 

In response to the decline of capercaillie populations in Scotland, in 2017 the Cairngorms National Park 

Authority (CNPA) set up the Cairngorms Capercaillie Project. The initial phase of this project received 

funding from the National Lottery Heritage Fund to pilot a community led strategy plan for capercaillie 

conservation. The community of Carrbridge and vicinity area was given the opportunity to start this 

process. As a result, in 2018 a voluntary community working group was established to help this process.  

In 2019, Bath and Associates Inc. was recruited through a public tender advertised on Public Contracts 

Scotland to conduct human dimensions research in the project area. The research included both 

qualitative and quantitative analysis, and a series of workshops with the working group to facilitate the 

process of creating the Carrbridge Capercaillie Conservation Strategy. The recruitment process for this 

work included the submission of a proposal to the Carrbridge Capercaillie Group, as well as an interview 

with representatives of the group and the overarching project team from the Cairngorms National Park 

Authority. After this process, the group appointed Bath and Associates Inc. to the National Lottery 

Heritage Fund to seek approval to conduct the services.  

In this report, we present the quantitative results obtained through self-administered questionnaires 

distributed to residents in the project study area.  

The objectives of this study were to assess: 

- people’s attitudes and beliefs toward capercaillie and capercaillie conservation - whether 

negative, neutral or positive; 

- factual and perceived knowledge about capercaillie; 

- people’s perceptions of the major threats impacting capercaillie populations; 

- behavioural intentions – the things people would be willing to do for capercaillie conservation; 

- people’s attitudes, beliefs and acceptability toward various options of management strategies 

to protect capercaillie; 

- people’s perceptions of credibility of various organizations in giving information and managing 

capercaillie; and 

- people’s views about the CNPA in the context of capercaillie conservation. 

Grounded in human dimensions of wildlife literature, the concepts covered in this study represent key 

social and cognitive factors capable of influencing people’s thoughts and actions toward a wildlife 

species and its management. The cognitive hierarchy framework of human behaviour (Vaske & 

Manfredo, 2012) offers the structured foundation to understand these cognitive elements that shape 

the way people perceive and behave toward wildlife-related issues. These concepts include values, 

beliefs, attitudes, behavioural intentions, and social perceptions about groups and organizations.    
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The questionnaire used to collect data was designed based on scientific literature and on a listening 

exercise conducted in August 2019 with people in the study area (Bath, 2019). In this qualitative 

exercise, 50 individuals participated during 22 separate meetings. It included community members, as 

well as the Cairngorms Capercaillie Project Board, the Carrbridge Capercaillie Group, and the Scottish 

Capercaillie Group. During the listening exercise, the following themes emerged from the participants 

and were used to guide the items presented in the questionnaire: 

- “This project is a waste of money” 

- Visions for the future of capercaillie 

- Threats to capercaillie 

- Management actions  

The questionnaire contained mainly closed-end questions, yet respondents had the opportunity to 

write comments at the end of the questionnaire (see full questionnaire in Supplementary Materials 

and a complete list of comments at the end of the questionnaire). Most of the responses were given in 

a five-point scale with values ranging from 1 to 5. In some cases, the scale was recoded to -2 to +2 for 

analytical purposes. When not specified in the text, mean responses are given based on a scale ranging 

from 1 to 5.     

 

Visitor Questionnaire  

Concomitant to the implementation of the residents’ questionnaire, a pilot implementation of a 

questionnaire designed specifically for visitors to the area was carried out. This questionnaire differed 

in colour and types of questions from the one targeted to residents. No data from the visitor’s 

questionnaire are used in this report. For more details on the visitor’s questionnaire see Appendix C.  

 

Data collection 

We used a drop-off/pick-up (DOPU) method. The DOPU method consists of a hand-delivery process of 

questionnaires to potential respondents with either a personal or a postal retrieval of the instrument 

(Jackson-Smith et al., 2016). We gave priority to personal retrieval of the questionnaire, thus allowing 

for further social interaction between the field researcher and the participant. Personal interaction 

increases completion rates and provides space to address participants’ questions and concerns 

(Jackson-Smith et al., 2016). A mail return option was given upon request.  

Sample  

As stated in the proposal and tender of this project, we targeted all households in the study area (same 

places where the Cairngorm Capercaillie Project Newsletter is delivered; Fig. 1) and distributed two 

questionnaires to be filled out by adults over 18 years old in each unit (unless just one person lived in 

the house). Because participation was voluntary, residents had the option not to engage in the study 
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or to take only one questionnaire per household. Therefore, we analyze and report the results from 

the sample of residents who accepted to participate. Findings obtained from a sample provide 

estimations of what the population may think. 

 

 
Figure 1 Project study area – within red circle. 

 

Despite being able to statistically infer the findings with a 95% confidence level ± 5%, it is important 

to note that the sample only provides information about the sample, and it is only used for making 

inferences about the population of interest (Vaske, 2008).  

The information collected cannot be used in the 'name of Carrbridge', but the results from the sample 

can be used to infer (with a certain confidence and margin of error) the views of the village if everybody 

had participated.  
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To estimate the sample size, we used the latest census data (National Records of Scotland from 2011, 

https://www.scotlandscensus.gov.uk/), and the latest 2018 population estimations for the Highland 

Council area1.  According to Scotland’s Census website, 

 “the census provides our society with knowledge to inform public 

discussions, and also evidence to hold public bodies to account. Census 

data are used in social, economic, and health research, and are often 

combined with other data sets to produce further insight and 

understanding”. 

Eligible respondents were considered the number of adults in the study area. According to the National 

Records of Scotland2, the proportion of adults over 18 years for the Highland Council area was about 

81%. The 2011 census estimated a population of 711 inhabitants in Carrbridge. Considering the 2018 

estimates for adults in the Highland region, approximately 575 Carrbridge residents could be 

considered adults older than 18 years. 

In the project area outside Carrbridge, there are approximately 100 eligible adults – approximation 

based on the number of residences included in the project from outside Carrbridge (n=50) multiplied 

by two. To calculate the sample, we considered 575 + 100, totaling 675. This figure only provides 

information to estimate the confidence level and margin of error of the results. It serves as a baseline 

to calculate the confidence of the inferences we can make with the data collected. If a larger population 

baseline was used, for example 800, the margin of error would increase from 5% to 5.2%. If the baseline 

population was 750, the margin of error would be 5.1%.  

Dillman’s (2007) formula is commonly used to calculate an ideal sample size given a desired level of 

precision and confidence level, the proportion expected to answer a certain way, and the Z statistic 

associate with the confidence interval. The sample size needed for a population of approximately 675 

people is of at least 245 questionnaires to be considered suitable for making inferences of results to a 

population at a 95% confidence level with ±5% margin of error (see Vaske, 2008 for details on sample 

size, or access http://www.raosoft.com/samplesize.html for an example of online calculator). The table 

below provides reference numbers for sample sizes needed for certain population sizes and 

characteristics at different levels of precision (sampling error). With a sample size of 384, it would be 

 

 
1 An alternative baseline for sample size estimation would be the Electoral Roll data from Carrbridge, but since our 
target population was adults over 18 years old and the electoral demographic is over 16 years old, we opted to use 
the Census data. Parental consent is usually required for youth under 18 to participate in the study. The omission of 
youth 16 and 17 years of age may have influenced our results. The youth are often more extremely positive toward 
the environment and wildlife; with their involvement, we would hypothesize the results could be significantly more 
positive than we report. 
2 Information retrieved from https://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/statistics-and-data/statistics/statistics-by-

theme/population/population-estimates/mid-year-population-estimates/population-estimates-time-series-data. 

 

http://www.raosoft.com/samplesize.html
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possible to represent a population of 1 billion people, plus or minus 5 percentage points, 19 times out 

of 20. For Carrbridge, our results can be representative plus or minus 5 percentage points, 19 times out 

of 20, or plus or minus 5.2% if numbers in the community and surrounding area are believed to be as 

high as 800. 

 

Table 1 Sample size estimations guideline. 

 Sample size for the 95% confidence level 

Population (N) 
± 5% sampling error ± 10% sampling error 

50/50 split 80/20 split 50/50 split 80/20 split 

400 196 153 78 53 

600 234 175 83 56 

800 260 188 86 57 

1,000 278 198 88 58 

4,000 351 232 94 61 

10,000 370 240 95 61 

40,000 381 244 96 61 

100,000 383 245 96 61 

1,000,000 384 246 96 61 

1,000,000,000 384 246 96 61 

Adapted from: Vaske (2008). 

 

The margin of error (or confidence interval) refers to the range of high and lower values that may vary 

from the sample score. The confidence level determines how confident one can be that the population 

would select an answer within a certain range (which is based on the margin of error). For example, if 

results from a sample of students in a given area show that 25% of them take the bus to school, the 

researcher can be 95% confident that, if all students in the area had answered to the question, between 

20% and 30% of them will take the bus. In human dimension studies, the margin of error is typically 5% 

and the confidence level at 95%, but it may vary according to the researcher. In addition, we assumed 

a 50/50 split in responses, meaning that we would expect that 50% of the population would be 

answering in one way and the other 50% in another way. Such an assumption requires a higher number 

of respondents than alternative splits that can be used. 

Note: prior to releasing this final report, we shared preliminary results with community members 

and other interest groups. During the preliminary results phase, we used the population projections 

available from 2016. While producing this final report, more updated information became available, 

therefore we updated the baseline numbers of the population to estimate the confidence of our 

sample.  
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Response rate 

The response rate corresponds to the proportion of completed questionnaires. We received 247 

questionnaires back. The response rate of this study was calculated as follow:   

247/675 = .37 → x 100 = 37% 

Despite our conservative approach to calculate response rate, it is important to acknowledge the 

number of people who declined to participate and those who did not answer (people/households 

where no personal contact was made during the study period, despite all the attempts). We distributed 

about 600 questionnaires in the project area. Because population numbers are all approximations and 

predictions, rarely the number of questionnaires distributed will be exactly the same as the number of 

a projected population in the area. Besides, some of the residences in the study area outside Carrbridge 

only had one adult resident.   

• 247 returned the questionnaires. 
• 38 houses declined to participate = when considering the targeted 2 questionnaires per house,  

approximately 76 people declined.  
• 67 houses no personal contact was ever made, despite leaving questionnaires, postcards, and 

returning several times = considering the target 2 questionnaires/house, approximately 134 

people. 

The remaining ~143 people were personally contacted and received a questionnaire but did not 

complete it. 

   247 returned the questionnaires + 76 who declined + 134 with no contact = 457  

    600 questionnaires delivered – 457 questionnaires returned, declined, and with no contact = 

143 who received and never returned.  

 

In summary, of 600 questionnaires delivered, 

• 247 returned questionnaires 

• ~76 verbally declined to participate 

• ~277 opted out/decided not to participate (134 + 143 = 277). 
 

Apart from the 247 questionnaires that were returned fully or partially completed, an additional 25 

were returned blank. Blank questionnaires were discarded and considered as “opted out”. Some of 

the questionnaires were completed in the name of the household; some of the respondents stated 

that in the questionnaire, others verbally indicated that upon retrieval of the instrument. While an 

individual may have expressed this questionnaire represented two people, we counted it as only one. 

In addition, some of the houses were vacant, and this may have influenced the high number of ‘no-

contact.’ Other places were identified as holiday homes by neighbors and or by people current in the 

house; no questionnaires were left in those houses.  
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We are confident that every resident who wished to complete a questionnaire received one; after a 

public presentation of preliminary results and some residents suggesting that their neighbors had not 

received a questionnaire, only one individual contacted us requesting a questionnaire and that 

individual did not return the questionnaire he/she was given. The actual completed questionnaires 

(n=247) can be reviewed under supervision to ensure no questionnaires are tampered with by 

contacting directly Bath and Associates Inc. 

Reasons given from people/households who verbally declined to participate ranged from disbelief of 

the Cairngorm Capercaillie Project, frustration on how the project, from their perspective, has been 

carried out on the community and the amount of money being spent, lack of time to fill out the 

questionnaire and disinterest in the topic. Others explained that they supported the Cairngorm 

Capercaillie Project and were pro capercaillie conservation but did not want to get involved in the issue 

surrounding capercaillie management and the Park Authority. See further comments on the Comments 

about capercaillie and Carrbridge Section.   

 

Data Analysis 

Descriptive statistics were used to assess the means (M), standard deviations (SD) and frequencies (%) 

of responses from each item. Cronbach’s Alpha reliability estimate was used to estimate the internal 

reliability of the items associated with values toward capercaillie. An alpha above .60 is generally 

considered as an acceptable threshold for a scale to be reliable. Independent T-Tests were used to 

compare specific views of dog owners from non-dog owners across some of the items. Statistical 

analyses were conducted using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) package version 

25.  
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Major Findings 

Sample Characteristics 

A total of 247 people returned the questionnaire. Of those, 57% were women, 41% were men, and 2% 

preferred not to say. Most of the 

respondents were older than 56 years 

(57%); 9% were younger than 35 years (Fig. 

2). 

The time people were living in Carrbridge 

ranged from less than 1 year to over 83 

years. On average, people were living in 

the village for 19 years.  

When asked about dog ownership, 51% of 

the respondents declared they had a dog; 

49% did not have a dog.  

Note: we asked participants if they take part in field sports. Given the low number of people responding 

to this question and confusion it caused to some respondents, we are not including it in any analysis. 

Yet, 12% of respondents declared they participate in field sports, and those include biking, hiking, 

golfing, and shooting.  

 

Respondents Interactions with Capercaillie 

People were asked if they have ever seen a capercaillie before (Fig. 3), and if they knew where to find 

one (Fig. 4). Most respondents have seen a capercaillie (77%) and knew where to go to find one (61%).  

 
Figure 4 Frequency (%) of people who know where to find 
capercaillie. 

Figure 2 Frequency (%) of respondents by age groups. 

19%

77%

4%

No Yes Not Sure

Figure 3 Frequency (%) of people who have seen a capercaillie 
before. 

18%

61%

21%

No Yes Not Sure
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When asked if they would tell visitors or 

other people in the village where to go to 

see capercaillie lekking (if they knew where 

these areas were), 47% of the respondents 

would definitely not tell a visitor; 31% would 

definitely not tell another resident (Fig. 5). 

While 10% of respondents maybe would tell 

a visitor, twice as much (21%) would maybe 

tell another resident.  

On average, respondents neither agreed nor 

disagreed that people should be given an 

opportunity to watch capercaillie lekking 

from a hide (M=3.16, SD ± 1.02). Yet, respondents agreed that people should be given an opportunity 

to experience capercaillie lekking using virtual technology (M=3.60, SD ± .90). 

People were asked if they would be willing to return a capercaillie feather to the Park Authority if they 

ever find one.  About 31% would definitely return the feather; 33% would probably return it, and 22% 

would maybe return the feather (Fig. 6). Only 4% would definitely not return it, and 10% would 

probably not.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A large percentage of people were moderately interested in capercaillie (45%). Approximately 18% 

were very interested and 16% were neutral; 8% were not interested (Fig. 7).  
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Figure 5 Frequency (%) in which respondents would tell a visitor or a 
local resident where to see a capercaillie lek. 
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Figure 6 Frequency (%) in which respondents 
would return a capercaillie feather to the Park 

Authority for scientific purposes. 
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Figure 7 Level of interest in 
capercaillie (%). 
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On average, respondents expressed a positive attitude toward capercaillie. On a scale ranging from 

strongly dislike (=1) to strongly like (=5), most people liked capercaillie (M = 4.03, SD ± .73). About 

75.6% liked and strongly liked capercaillie; 24% neither liked nor disliked, and only .4% did not like the 

bird.    

 

Living in Carrbridge and the Cairngorms area – Environmental 
responsible behaviours  

Overall, respondents were aware of the potential human impacts on the natural system of the Park 

(M=4.23, SD ± .58; 94% agreed/strongly agreed). To assess specific environmental responsible 

behaviours, we asked residents to state how often do they do the following: 

 

• When walking in the Cairngorms National Park, I walk free in the woods. About 31% of 

respondents would always walk free in the woods (Fig. 8). 

 

 
Figure 8 Behaviour - walking free in the woods. Frequency (%) of responses. 

 

• When hiking in the Park, I stay on the trail. Most respondents would often (42%) or always (41%) 

stay on the trail (Fig. 9).  

 

 
Figure 9 Behaviour – staying on the trail when hiking. Frequency (%) of responses. 
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• When cycling in the Park, I keep on signed paths. About 45% of respondents would always keep 

on signed paths (Fig. 10).  

 
Figure 10 Behaviour – keeping on signed paths when cycling. Frequency (%) of responses. 

 

• When dog walking in and around Carrbridge, I keep my dogs(s) on the lead. A total of 127 people 

responded to this question. Many respondents (28%) would sometimes keep their dogs on the 

lead and the same percent of respondents state they often or always keep their dogs on a lead 

(Fig. 11).  

 

 
Figure 11 Behaviour – keep dogs on the lead. Frequency (%) of responses. 

 

Subjective and objective knowledge about capercaillie and its 
conservation status  

Subjective knowledge  

Subjective knowledge refers to the extent in which the individual believes he/she knows something 

about a specific topic. It is based on personal beliefs and does not necessarily reflect true facts. 
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How much do you think you know about capercaillie? 

 

On a scale ranging from nothing at all, a 

little, moderate amount and a great deal, 

many people thought they moderately 

knew about capercaillie (46%). About 6% 

considered they knew nothing at all about 

the bird (Fig. 12).   

 

For 76% of the respondents, the capercaillie population is perceived to be decreasing in Scotland; 68% 

thought capercaillie is decreasing in the Cairngorms National Park area (Fig. 13). About a fifth of 

respondents were unsure about the population status (18% for Scotland, and 22% for the Park area).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An open question was used to access people’s perception of the current number of capercaillie in the 

Cairngorms area. Perceived numbers ranged from 10-15 pairs to around 1000 birds. Most people left 

the question blank. According to the latest survey on capercaillie in 2015-16 (Wilkinson et al., 2016), 

there are approximately 1114 birds (95% confidence interval: 805-1505).  

 

Approximately 64% of the respondents 

expressed that they felt moderately to 

very concern about the status of 

capercaillie populations (Fig. 14). About 

10% were not concerned, and 25% felt 

just slightly concerned. 
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Figure 12 Perceived knowledge about capercaillie (%). 
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Figure 13 Perception of the current status of capercaillie populations (%). 
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Figure 14 Feelings about the current status of capercaillie populations (%). 
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Factual knowledge 

Different from perceived knowledge, factual knowledge assumes that the information that is given is 

either correct or incorrect, and is based on objective facts (Perry et al., 2014). In the context of 

capercaillie, we asked people if the following statements were true or false, or if they were not sure 

about the answer (questions originated from information available at the Capercaillie Project website; 

correct answers are in italics):  

1. Capercaillie avoid areas about 100m on each side of a trail – true 

2. The only place in the UK where we can still find capercaillie is in Scotland - true 

3. It is illegal to get close to capercaillie whilst they are nesting or lekking - true 

4. There may be fewer than a thousand capercaillie in the UK - true 

5. Female capercaillie lay their eggs in a nest on the ground - true 

6. Most of the chicks survive to adulthood - false 

7. Capercaillie became extinct in Scotland during the 1700s3 and were reintroduced in the 1800s 

- true 

8. It is likely that only one chick per brood will make it to adulthood - true 

9. Capercaillie are native to Scotland – true (yet, the current capercaillie population was 

reintroduced) 

10. The number of capercaillie at leks has consistently declined every year since 2015 - true 

Most people correctly answered all items. However, almost half of the respondents (46%) were unsure 

about capercaillie avoiding areas of about 100m on the side of a trail, and (50%) that capercaillie 

became extinct in Scotland during the 1700s but were later reintroduced (Fig. 15). 

 

 
Figure 15 Factual knowledge about capercaillie (%). 

 

 
3 Genetic research continues to explore whether all individuals disappeared at this time. 
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Source of information about capercaillie 

Respondents in general neither agreed nor 

disagreed that there isn’t enough information 

available about capercaillie (M=3.15, SD ± .99). 

While 34% were neutral, about 27% 

disagree/strongly disagreed and 38% 

agree/strongly agreed that there is not enough 

information available (Fig. 16).  

The main source of information about capercaillie 

were the Carrbridge Capercaillie Newsletter (73%), 

followed by the internet (35%, Fig. 17). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Values and beliefs toward capercaillie 

Values  

Values refer to a higher order of cognitions that guide individual’s attitudes and behaviours. In the 

context of wildlife management and conservation, assessing values is an important step towards 

understanding and predicting human behaviours. Through a series of items with responses ranging 

from strongly disagree (-2) to strongly agree (+2), with a neutral point (=0), we assessed the degree in 

which people value capercaillie for its ecological, existence, instrumental, and cultural values. The 

following items were used to assess each value orientation: 

Ecological 

• Capercaillie are important because they are part of nature. 

 

3%

24%

34%
30%

8%

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neither Agree Strongly
Agree

Figure 16 Information availability – there is not enough 
information about capercaillie available. Frequency (%) of 

responses. 
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Figure 17 Source of information about capercaillie (%). 
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Cultural  

• Capercaillie are an important part of Scottish natural heritage. 

Instrumental 

• Capercaillie are important because they attract tourists to this region. 

• Capercaillie are important because they help the local economy. 

Existence 

• Capercaillie have the right to exist as much as we do. 

• It is important that this region always has an abundant capercaillie population. 

• Even if I never see a capercaillie, it is important to me that they exist in this region. 

 

We computed an instrumental and an existence variable by combining the mean scores of the 

corresponding items. The internal reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha) of the instrumental scale was .93, and 

of the existence scale was .77; both high and acceptable. On average, respondents expressed higher 

ecological values toward capercaillie (M=1.30, SD ± .64; Fig. 18), followed by cultural (M=1.09, SD ± .83) 

and existence (M=1.07, SD ± .67) values. Instrumental value (M=.20, SD ± 1.09) was the least important.  

While approximately 93% of the respondents agreed/strongly agreed capercaillie was important 

because they are part of nature, 82% agreed/strongly agreed capercaillie was an important part of 

Scottish heritage. About 44% agreed/strongly agreed capercaillie was important because they attract 

tourists; 35% agreed/strongly agreed capercaillie was important because they help the local economy. 

  

The Potential for Conflict Index (PCI2; Vaske, Beaman, Barreto, & Shelby, 2010) was used as a graphical 

tool to assess the mean responses for each item as well as levels of consensus among respondents. The 

size of the sphere corresponds to the PCI2 value and it ranges from 0 to 1. Values close to 1 represent 

the highest potential for conflict (i.e., high standard deviation), while values close to 0 represent more 

consensus, hence less potential for conflict. The center of the sphere corresponds to the mean of the 

item.  Basically, a big circle means little consensus and thus high potential for conflict, while a small 

circle means a great deal of consensus. 

Higher consensus among respondents were found across ecological, cultural and existence values (PCI2 

values ranging from .02 to .10; Fig. 18). Slightly less consensus was observed across items assessing the 

touristic (PCI2=.25) and economic (PCI2=.21) importance of capercaillie for Carrbridge (i.e., instrumental 

values). In other words, the range and variance of responses for items assessing instrumental values 

were broader than those of the other items.  
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Figure 18 Values toward capercaillie and the Potential for Conflict Index. 

 

Beliefs about the future of capercaillie and investing in its conservation 

Additional belief items were used to assess general feelings about the future of capercaillie. Overall, 

respondents want to ensure capercaillie will always be in Scotland, and they agree that capercaillie 

conservation is a matter of concern, and it is not a waste of funds to invest in its conservation. People 

were asked to what extent they agreed or disagreed with the following items: 

 

• I want to ensure capercaillie will always be in Scotland.  

 

 
Figure 19 Belief – want to ensure capercaillie will always be in Scotland (%). 
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• We should protect capercaillie for future generations to enjoy them. 

 
Figure 20 Belief - protect capercaillie for future generations (%). 

 

• We shouldn’t be worrying about capercaillie.  

 
Figure 21 Belief - shouldn't be worrying about capercaillie (%). 

 

• There are capercaillie in other parts of Europe, so there is no need to worry about them in 

Scotland. 
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Figure 22 Belief - there are capercaillie in other parts of Europe, 
so there is no need to worry about them in Scotland (%). 
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• It is a waste to spend money on protecting capercaillie. 

 

 
Figure 23 Belief - waste to spend money on protecting capercaillie (%). 

 

• Too much money has been spent on capercaillie conservation. 

 

 
Figure 24 Belief - too much money has been spent on capercaillie conservation (%). 

 

• Capercaillie should be protected by all means. 
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Figure 25 Belief - capercaillie should be protected by all means. Frequency 
(%) of responses. 
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Perceptions of potential threats impacting capercaillie  

Capercaillie numbers have been declining over the last few decades. According to the International 

Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN; BirdLife International, 2016), the major threats impacting the 

bird (across its whole range) are climate change and severe weather, alteration in woodland habitat, 

disturbance by people, collisions with fences or powerlines, and predation. Climate change, loss of 

habitat, and predation have been documented as main causes for the low productivity of capercaillie 

in Scotland (see Wilkinson et al., 2016 for more details). A recent study conducted in Germany found 

that outdoor recreation causes habitat reduction in capercaillie (Coppes, Ehrlacher, Thiel, Suchant, & 

Braunisch, 2017). In Scotland, Moss et al. (2014) came to a similar conclusion, and suggested the 

creation of refuges for capercaillie as well as encouraging people and dogs to stay on tracks when in 

the woods could prove a valuable means to mitigate the disturbance.  

Assessing individual’s perceptions of the potential threats to capercaillie in Scotland can assist 

managers when communicating to the public about conservation strategies. For example, if people do 

not believe a particular threat to be of importance, when in reality it is, any strategy focused on that 

threat may have undesirable repercussions in the community. People were asked to rate how 

important, if at all, they believed were the following in decreasing capercaillie numbers. Responses 

ranged from Not Important (=1), Slightly Important (=2), Moderately Important (=3), Important (=4) 

and Very Important (=5). Figure 26 (below) depicts the frequency of responses for all items:  
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The two most important threats to capercaillie, as perceived by the respondents, were lack of suitable 

habitat (M=4.12, SD ± .96) and disturbance by dogs (M=4.01, SD ± 1.04). On average, all 15 items were 

rated as moderately important to very important (mean scores higher than 3; Fig. 27). The least 
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Figure 26 Perception of threat to capercaillie. Frequency (%) of responses ranging from Not Important to Very Important. 
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important threats were ticks (M=3.16, SD ± 1.27) and predation by birds of prey (M=3.19, SD ± 1.22). 

See Appendix A for further details.   

 

 

 

 

Behavioural intentions – things people would do for capercaillie 

Behavioural intentions are likely to influence behaviour. Accessing individual’s intentions to perform a 

certain behaviour can help managers to plan public involvement strategies. In cases where a wildlife 

species is threatened by human-induced activities, it is important to understand how the public feel 

about changing/adopting certain behaviours. 

On average, respondents felt slightly responsible for capercaillie conservation (M=3.21, SD ± .94; 43% 

were neutral, 20% disagreed/strongly disagreed, and 37% agreed/strongly agreed). When asked if they 

would be willing to change certain behaviours to protect capercaillie, 30% of the respondents neither 

agreed nor disagreed, and 61% agreed and strongly agreed (Fig. 28).  
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Figure 27 Perception of threats to capercaillie. Mean responses based on a scale ranging from Not Important (=1) to Very 
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Following, people were asked how they felt about different ways in which they could help in protecting 

capercaillie:  

1. Volunteer with the Cairngorms Capercaillie Project.  

2. Donate money to the Cairngorms Capercaillie Project.  

3. Keep my dog(s) on lead from April to August in sensitive locations.  

4. Get more information about capercaillie.  

5. Stick to trails.  

6. Not make new trails.  

7. Help to maintain trails.  

8. Obey local signage.  

9. Help to maintain local signage.  

10. Keep my dog(s) on lead in designated areas.  

11. Help improve existing capercaillie habitat.  

12. Help create new capercaillie habitat.  

13. Report capercaillie sightings.  

14. Report signs of capercaillie, e.g., droppings.  

15. Report suspected wildlife crime, e.g., people disturbing a lek site.  

16. Voluntarily avoid a capercaillie area during sensitive times of the year.  

17. Voluntarily avoid a capercaillie area all year round.  

Responses ranged from Definitely Not (=1), Probably Not (=2), Maybe (=3), Probably Yes (=4) and 

Definitely Yes (=5). Items 3 and 10 were only completed by dog owners. On average (Fig. 29), 

respondents were more likely to report suspected wildlife crime (M=4.36; SD ± .90), and voluntarily 

avoid a capercaillie area during sensitive times of the year (M=4.35; SD ± .88); respondents were less 

likely to avoid a capercaillie area all year round (M=3.30; SD ± 1.23). Respondents would probably not 
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Neither 30% 
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Figure 28 Willingness to change certain behaviours to protect capercaillie. 
Frequency (%) of responses. 
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volunteer with the Cairngorms Capercaillie Project (M=2.37; SD ± 1.04), nor donate money to the 

project (M=2.33; SD ± 1.66). See Appendix B for further statistical details.  

 

 

 

Capercaillie management and conservation  

In this section we present items related to attitudes toward management actions, 

acceptability for management strategies if capercaillie numbers decline to about 470 

birds, and general conservation beliefs toward capercaillie. 

 

Attitudes toward management actions 

Capercaillie management can happen in many ways. People were asked to rate how they felt about the 

following hypothetical actions:  

1. Limit where people can go in forested areas.  

2. Create more habitat for capercaillie.  

3. Reduce the number of trails in the Park.  

4. Limit the number of people visiting the Park.  

5. Fence the areas where capercaillie are nesting.  

6. Promote responsible access and dog walking.  
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Figure 29 Behavioral Intentions. Mean responses based on a scale ranging from Definitely Not (=1) to Definitely Yes (=5). 
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7. Introduce more capercaillie to the Park.  

8. Limit mountain bikers at night.  

9. Limit housing development close to capercaillie habitat.  

10. Mark all deer fences.  

11. Burn grouse moors.  

12. Create safe spaces / refuges for capercaillie.  

13. Introduce a dedicated Ranger service.  

14. Limit commercial forestry and forestry works in capercaillie sensitive areas.  

15. Reduce the number of birds of prey.  

16. Limit public access to capercaillie areas all year round.  

17. Do nothing and let nature take its course.  

 

Responses ranged from Strongly Disagree (-2) to Strongly Agree (+2), with a neutral point (=0). On 

average, respondents agreed (and with high level of consensus) in creating more habitat for 

capercaillie (M=.92, SD ± .98), promoting responsible access and dog walking (M=1.18, SD ± .93), 

limiting housing development close to capercaillie habitat (M=.91, SD ± 1.01), marking all deer fences 

(M=.94, SD ± .95), creating safe spaces/refuges for capercaillie (M=.95, SD ± .87), and limiting 

commercial forestry in capercaillie sensitive areas (M=.89, SD ± 1.07; Fig. 30).  

Respondents held slightly positive attitudes toward introducing more capercaillie to the Park (M=.57, 

SD ± 1.10) and introducing a dedicated Ranger service (M=.46, SD ± 1.15). Limiting where people go in 

forested areas (M=.05, SD ± 1.21), fencing areas where capercaillie are nesting (M=.17, SD ± 1.27), 

limiting bikers at night (M=.16, SD ± 1.22), and burning grouse moors (M=.09, SD ± 1.07) were options 

that the respondents were neutral.  

Overall, respondents slightly disagreed in reducing the number of trails in the Park (M=-.47, SD ± 1.08), 

limiting public access to capercaillie areas all year round (M=-.43, SD ± 1.25), and doing nothing (M=-

.37, SD ± 1.07). Respondents disagreed with limiting the number of people visiting the Park (M=-.87, 

SD ± 1.05), and reducing birds of prey (M=-.85, SD ± 1.17).  

Less consensus, or higher potential for conflict (i.e., higher PCI2 values), were observed for the options 

to limit where people can go in forested areas (PCI2=.35), fencing nesting areas (PCI2=.34), and limiting 

public access to capercaillie areas all year round (PCI2=.32). Smaller circles mean there is greater 

consensus and larger circles suggest less consensus amongst respondents. 
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Figure 30 Attitudes toward management actions and the Potential for Conflict Index. Mean values (M) and PCI2 values in 
parentheses. Darker colours represent disagreement, and brighter colours represent agreement with the statements. Numbers 

correspond to the items listed below.  

 

1. Limit where people can go in forested areas.  

2. Create more habitat for capercaillie.  

3. Reduce the number of trails in the Park.  

4. Limit the number of people visiting the Park.  

5. Fence the areas where capercaillie are nesting.  

6. Promote responsible access and dog walking.  

7. Introduce more capercaillie to the Park.  

8. Limit mountain bikers at night.  

9. Limit housing development close to capercaillie habitat.  

10. Mark all deer fences.  

11. Burn grouse moors.  

12. Create safe spaces / refuges for capercaillie.  

13. Introduce a dedicated Ranger service.  

14. Limit commercial forestry and forestry works in capercaillie sensitive areas.  

15. Reduce the number of birds of prey. 

16. Limit public access to capercaillie areas all year round.  

17. Do nothing and let nature take its course. 
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Acceptability for management actions if numbers decline to about 470 birds 

Based on a study conducted in Central Europe, Grimm and Storch (2000) suggested that the minimum 

capacity needed for capercaillie viability is about 470 individual birds. The number is an estimation and 

can vary due to changes of female survival, clutch survival and chick survival. No estimation for the 

Scottish population is available on the minimum viable population size, therefore Grimm and Storch’s 

(2000) estimation is used as a reference to what could be the threshold for capercaillie survival in the 

wild. We asked people to what extent they believe the following conservation actions would be 

accepted under this circumstance: 

1. Limit public access to capercaillie habitat from April to August. 

2. Create dog free zones. 

3. Limit dogs in capercaillie habitat from April to August. 

4. Limit mountain bikers in the Park. 

5. Reduce the number of foxes. 

6. Reduce the number of crows. 

7. Reduce the number of badgers. 

8. Reduce the number of pine marten. 

9. Reduce the number of birds of prey. 

10. Introduce sheep. 

11. Control urban development.  

Responses ranged from Strongly Unacceptable (-2) to Strongly Acceptable (+2), with a neutral point 

(=0). On average, respondents were more likely to accept controlling urban development (M=.92, ± 

.94), creating dog free zones (M=.66, ± 1.25), and limiting dogs in capercaillie habitat from April to 

August (M=.82, ± 1.19; Fig. 31). Limiting public access to capercaillie habitat from April to August 

(M=.46, ± 1.17) and reducing the number of crows (M=.40, ± 1.20) were just slightly acceptable. 

Respondents, on average, were neutral about limiting mountain bikers in the Park (M=-.04, ± 1.29), 

reducing the number of foxes (M=.10, ± 1.19), badgers (M=-.05, ± 1.26), and pine marten (M=-.22, ± 

1.28), and introducing sheep (M=.07, ± 1.02). Reducing birds of prey (M=-.53, ± 1.19) was considered 

unacceptable.  

Statistically significant differences were observed between dog owners and non-dog owners for the 

options of creating dog free zones (t(166) = 4.97, p < .001), and limiting dogs in capercaillie habitat from 

April to August (t(164) = 3.18, p = .002). Dog owners (M=.24, SD ± 1.36) were less supportive (and 

neutral) of creating dog free zones than were non-dog owners (M= 1.17, SD ± 1.0). Similarly, dog 

owners (M=.61, SD ± 1.30) were less supportive than non-dog owners (M=1.18, SD ± 1.02) in limiting 

dogs in capercaillie habitat from April to August. 
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More consensus was observed for controlling urban development (PCI2=.13). Less consensus was 

observed for actions related to limiting bikers in the Park (PCI2=.36), creating dog free zones (PCI2=.34) 

and reducing the number of pine marten (PCI2=.32).  

 
Figure 31 Acceptability for management actions and the Potential for Conflict Index. Mean values (M) and PCI2 values in 

parentheses. Darker colours represent unacceptability, and brighter colours represent acceptability. Numbers correspond to the 
items listed below. 

1. Limit public access to capercaillie habitat from April to August. 

2. Create dog free zones. 

3. Limit dogs in capercaillie habitat from April to August. 

4. Limit mountain bikers in the Park. 

5. Reduce the number of foxes. 

6. Reduce the number of crows. 

7. Reduce the number of badgers. 

8. Reduce the number of pine marten. 

9. Reduce the number of birds of prey. 

10. Introduce sheep. 

11. Control urban development. 

 

General management and conservation beliefs 

Tourism  

Oftentimes endangered wildlife species are used as tourism symbols to promote conservation. While 

some believe people should be kept away from wildlife, others think that wildlife watching can help in 
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protecting threatened species (see for example Steven, Castley, & Buckley, 2013 and how tourism 

revenue is helping birds in protected areas).  

We asked residents in Carrbridge how they felt about 1) using capercaillie as symbol to attract more 

tourists to the village, and if they 2) feared Carrbridge will turn into a “capercaillie village”. Responses 

ranged from strongly disagree (=1) to strongly agree (=5) with a neutral point (=3).  

 

On average, respondents slightly disagreed that 

capercaillie should be used as a symbol to attract 

more tourists to Carrbridge (M=2.70, SD ± 1.15). 

Many respondents (41%) disagreed and strongly 

disagreed capercaillie should be a tourism icon for 

the village; 31% were neutral (Fig. 32).  

 

 

 

On average, respondents were neutral regarding 

their fear that Carrbridge would turn into a 

“capercaillie village” (M=2.92, SD ± 1.19). While 

about 41% of the respondents disagreed/strongly 

disagreed, 31% agreed and strongly agreed (Fig. 

33). 

 

 

Engaging youth 

We asked people if they felt that young people 

should get more involved in capercaillie 

conservation. On average, respondents agreed 

that the youth should be more involved (M=3.99, 

SD ± 3.6). Only 2% disagreed and 1% strongly 

disagreed young people should be involved (Fig. 

34).  
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Figure 32 Belief that capercaillie should be used as a symbol to 
attract more tourists to Carrbridge. Frequency (%) of responses. 
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Capercaillie emergency 

Capercaillie numbers continue to decline in 

Scotland (Wilkinson, Eaton, Marshall, & Haysom, 

2018). Some refer to the current conservation 

status of capercaillie as a “capercaillie emergency”. 

People were asked if they agree that capercaillie 

numbers have declined so much that it could be 

considered a “capercaillie emergency”.   

On average, respondents agreed with a capercaillie 

emergency (M=3.50, SD ± 1.01). Half of the 

respondents agreed/strongly agreed; 37% neither 

agreed nor disagreed (Fig. 35). 

 

Predator control and the role of gamekeepers  

Predator control has been suggested as a management tool to decrease chick mortality around leks 

(Poole & Haisom, 2015; Wilkinson et al., 2018). Reducing predators (e.g., foxes, badgers, pine marten), 

however, is a controversial approach and tends to polarize public opinion.  

We asked if reducing predators should occur before any restrictions are placed on people. On average, 

respondents slightly disagreed with the statement (M=2.79, SD ± 1.25). Responses varied considerably; 

while 26% were neutral, about 31% agreed/strongly agreed, and 42% disagreed/strongly disagreed 

(Fig. 36).  

Regarding the importance of gamekeepers for capercaillie conservation, respondents in general 

believed gamekeepers were important (M=3.79, SD ± .97). The majority (68%) agreed/strongly agreed 

that gamekeepers are important for capercaillie conservation; 9% disagreed/strongly disagreed (Fig. 

37).  
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Figure 35 Capercaillie emergency. Frequency (%) of responses. 
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Implications of capercaillie conservation  

From the listening exercise, we identified that some people may feel that capercaillie conservation 

efforts around Carrbridge will result in restricting people and preventing them enjoying and accessing 

their woodlands. To assess how widespread this 

fear was in the village, we asked residents if they 

feared capercaillie conservation creates more 

restrictions than benefits to recreationists (e.g., 

mountain bikers, hikers), and to dogwalkers.  

Respondents in general neither agreed nor 

disagreed for both groups. About a third were 

neutral, a third agreed and a third disagreed (Fig. 

38).  

 

 

 

Implication of capercaillie monitoring to the birds 

People were asked if they agreed/disagreed if counting and monitoring capercaillie causes more stress 

to the birds than benefits to its sustainability in the wild. On average, respondents were neutral 

(M=2.89, SD ± .97). While 41% neither agreed nor disagreed, 26% agreed/strongly agreed and 33% 

disagreed/strongly disagreed (Fig. 39).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trust and credibility in groups and organizations 

The way people perceive groups and organizations responsible for sharing information and managing 

wildlife may have an impact in their attitudes, beliefs and behaviours toward the species and its 
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management. In the context of capercaillie in the Carrbridge area, the following groups and 

organizations were identified as giving information and/or managing capercaillie: 

1. Carrbridge Capercaillie Group  

2. Carrbridge Community Council 

3. Scottish Capercaillie Group 

4. Cairngorms National Park Authority 

5. Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) 

6. Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) 

7. Scottish Gamekeepers Association (SGA) 

8. Game & Wildlife Conservation Trust (GWCT) 

9. Forestry and Land Scotland 

10. Seafield Estate  

People were asked how much they trusted these groups in the context of capercaillie. Responses 

ranged from Never (=1), A little (=2), Half of the Time (=3), Most of the Time (=4), and All the Time (=5). 

On average, respondents4 would trust all groups and organizations (Fig. 40). The groups with higher 

credibility were the Carrbridge Capercaillie Group (M=3.62, SD ± 1.24) and the Scottish Capercaillie 

Group (M=3.22, SD ± 1.47). On the other hand, the organizations with least credibility were Forest and 

Land Scotland (M=2.55, SD ± 1.31) and Seafield Estate (M=2.53, SD ± 1.37). 

 

 

 
4 Trust and credibility items were only completed by approximately 140 respondents, thus yielding a 7.4% margin of error 
in our sample. Explanations given for leaving the items blank included lack of understanding what the question meant, and 
lack of knowledge about these groups/organizations. Others did not give any reason for leaving it blank.  
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A little more than a third of respondents (37%) would, for most of the time, believe the Carrbridge 

Capercaillie Group; 27% would believe all the time and 8% would never believe the group (Fig. 41). 

Approximately 9% of respondents would believe Seafield Estate all the time; 19% would believe the 

organization most of the time, and 33% would never believe them providing information and/or 

managing capercaillie. Further research is needed to really understand the reasons behind this trust 

issue with various organizations. 

 

 

Figure 39 Trust and credibility of groups and organizations in providing information and/or managing capercaillie. Frequency (%) of 
responses. 
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conservation 
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4. The Park Authority respects the local knowledge when making decisions. 

5. The Park Authority respects the local culture when making decisions. 

6. The Park Authority should focus on what people want to see. 

7. The local community lost control over its own environment when the Park was established. 

8. There is a lack of infrastructure in Carrbridge to receive tourists. 

9. The Park Authority should have a more visible presence in Carrbridge. 

10. The Park Authority doesn’t care about Carrbridge residents.  

Responses ranged from strongly disagree (-2) to strongly agree (+2) with a neutral point (=0). On 

average, respondents were neutral, or slightly positive/negative, across all statements (Fig. 42). 

Respondents slightly agreed that the Park Authority should focus on what people want to see (M=.28, 

SD ± .89). Respondents slightly disagreed that there is a lack of infrastructure in Carrbridge to receive 

tourists (M=-.20, SD ± 1.13) and that the Park Authority does not care about Carrbridge residents (M=-

.21, SD ± 1.01). Consensus levels were relatively similar across the items, with the exception to views 

about infrastructure to receive tourists in Carrbridge (item 8; PCI2=.26). Yet, consensus levels were high 

for all responses.  

 

Figure 40 Views about the Cairngorms National Park Authority in the context of capercaillie conservation, and the Potential for 
Conflict Index2. Number correspond to the items listed below. 

1. There is a clear and open dialogue between the Park Authority and the community of 

Carrbridge. 

2. There are too many rules and restrictions and little flexibility. 

3. The Park Authority respects the local needs when making decisions. 
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5. The Park Authority respects the local culture when making decisions. 
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6. The Park Authority should focus on what people want to see. 

7. The local community lost control over its own environment when the Park was established. 

8. There is a lack of infrastructure in Carrbridge to receive tourists. 

9. The Park Authority should have a more visible presence in Carrbridge. 

10. The Park Authority doesn’t care about Carrbridge residents.  

 

Comments about capercaillie and Carrbridge 

Residents were asked to share any further comments they had about capercaillie and Carrbridge. Of 

the 247 returned questionnaires, 87 of them contained comments either about capercaillie, Carrbridge 

and/or the study (see below).  

The comments below range from support to capercaillie conservation and the Project, concerns over 

wildlife and capercaillie, views about the role of the Estate and other organizations in managing land 

and wildlife, concerns about the Capercaillie Project, concerns about possible restrictions to residents 

and an increase in visitors in the area. Some of the comments were specific about the questionnaire; 

these comments are included in this report and were taken into consideration as valid criticism of the 

work. 

 

1. There are plenty of birds over in Sweden that they are eating them. Why not reintroduce 

these to get fresh blood lines in. 

 
2. I don’t see the sense of restricting the freedom of human and their pets in the Carrbridge 

area when there are miles of less used woodland further afield where the capercaillie could 

live undisturbed. 

 

3. Capercaillie should not be encouraged to habituate woodland close or adjacent to 

residential areas but encouraged to habituate as far from urban areas as possible. 

 
4. I’m concerned about concentrating on a particular species. I think wildlife conservation 

should involve all species and habitats. 

 

5. The questionnaire was printed too small and difficult to read for people with bad eyesight, 

plus a bit too long. 

 
6. As a mountain biker I feel it’s acceptable to request that no new trails are built but that we 

can continue to ride on the existing trails marked and unmarked. 
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7. I love nature of all kinds 

 
8. In the most I am in support of your project. I have just wondered with climate change if the 

money could have been invested into something what would have made a bigger change.   

 

9. I feel strongly about the conservation of capercaillie; stronger restrictions should be made 

during nesting times to reduce human impact and increase our own responsibility. 

 
10. Please don’t turn the village into a Mecca for birdwatchers seeking the "mysterious" 

capercaillie. A few sensible guidelines for dog walkers etc. should be enough to preserve 

habitat. We would be wise to leave the birds alone and not interfere too much with nature. 

If you start controlling predators etc. you risk ‘playing god’ with the natural way of life. 

 

11. Some of the questions were misleading to me. But it is worthwhile project. 

 
12. Protect them from over housing and larger population growth before it’s too late. Houses 

being built are not affordable, therefore local people with life experience within the park 

can’t afford to stay here!!! 

 

13. Concerned about restrictions on movement around Carrbridge, as if they affect my daily 

routine. Happy to adapt behaviors in areas of occasional use.  

More info about decisions/minutes/agenda of meetings, better access to working group. 

 

14. Is there scope to (?) the capercaillie in area less wed by roads and recreationist, e.g., by (?) , 

or behind golf course? Much quieter. 

 

15. Improve signage, create safe zones, improve infrastructure for tourists. Work with dog 

walking groups to gain buy in, introduce ranger service on permanent basis. 

 

16. As per answers, I have no strong views. 

 
17. I feel there is a risk that local people may feel they should be influencing national strategies 

about capercaillie, where there is a separate structure for doing this. 

 

18. I love Carrbridge, capercaillie and this survey. Thanks! 

 
19. Carrbridge community might like to consider purchasing land around the village to protect 

the wonderful woods we have and help wildlife which encourages visitors. 

 

20. Information is just starting so too early to know of possible benefits.  
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There are a few pushy loud residents - they do not speak for the wider residents.  

Grave concerns shared by many about zoning control.  

I have a dog walked daily, run regularly for 12 years and heard them above Rinvechy seen at 

Kinvechy and I walking up Inverness road by golf club. 

 
21. I have managed the land and wildlife for 7 year. There is nothing wrong with any habitat in 

Scotland. Capercaillie have one issue: predators! 

 
22. Tackle predation then employ folk, they are throwing good money after bad comments. 

Thanks, better than most questionnaires. 

 

23. There are many questions involving predators of capercaillie. I know they have an impact 

and there are far more predators in mainland Europe in places where capers are thriving. If 

more wildlife existed in our wild places caper would not be such a target. 

 

24. Foxes and crows already controlled, fences are marked, and the habitat is really good, so we 

need to look at other reasons, i.e., predation by protected species like badgers and pine 

martens.  

We should no longer bury our heads in the sand. In my opinion the local estate is the only 

organization that is actually making a difference on the ground. RSPB and Forest and Land 

Scotland are extremely irresponsible in their policies around no management of predators. 

If we are serious about saving capercaillie than all landowners involved in this project must 

be ordered to use every tool they have to protect these birds. RSPB and FLS must reinstate 

predator control measures as a matter of urgency. If they don’t then they are taking money 

under false pretences.  

I also think the CNPA are aligning themselves far too closely to the re-wilding agenda which 

is not and never will be in the interests of capercaillie.  

To save these birds we have to “manage” the land and not pretend it’s a chapter from a 

children’s book.  

Caper numbers are so low that re-wilding will finish them for good. 

 

25. RSPB, SNH are the long arms of a Scottish Government with little interest in the 

countryside. 

 
26. We have virtually no unmarked deer fences. We have controlled foxes for centuries. 

Commercial forestry is limited in caper areas under caper guidelines.  

Reducing birds of prey: goshawks yes otherwise no.  

I view rewilding as dangerous experiment. 
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27. Leave them in peace and quiet like they have been in the past before all this publicity of 

them. Public capercaillie survived before if the public act responsibly. 

 

28. I am not fit to walk in the woods. 

 

29. Did not know about the organizations involved so did no want to answer. (in reference of 

the trust and credibility items) 

 

30. I’m not sure of my feelings. Conservation is great. But implication and impact? 

 

31. There are enough tourists in the area already, we don’t need to promote anything. 

 
32. I felt I was beginning to contradict myself, i.e. I agree in principle with it, but do not feel the 

capercaillie should be the most important aspect of the village to the detriment of all 

others. 

 

33. I believe in saving the capercaillie but not advertising it to everyone that we have them in 

Carrbridge. If you want to get rid of them just ensure we have more tourists!  

This is the first time my opinion has been sought – thank you! 

 

34. Been brought up in Carrbridge. In 1950/60 wood cut down after WWII and good habitat, 

some pine trees, some short heather with cranberries etc. Predators very well managed. 

Capers were ‘plentiful’ some were ‘poached’ for consumption on small scale. Changing. 

More people interference/habitat. But many more predators about now. 

 
35. I love the capercaillie and am very happy that people look after them. I think I might be too 

old to get involved. 

 
36. The monthly article in here Strathy from the CNPA is dreadful. It needs to be focused on the 

residents who pay their salaries. 

 

37. Family consensus. I believe they are not genetically Scottish stock (all reintroduced).  

Not in danger in Europe.  

Not a friendly bird. 

No emotional feelings.  

Hence our ‘cool’ reaction to steps and action questioned: there are other 

sites/environments/species more deserving protection/support. 

On positive comments on helping are only because our belief that all animals deserve 

protection, but this does not mean excessive support. 
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38. Far too long a survey and too small a font print. I got bored halfway through.  

 

39. Stop tree felling, except take off areas. Keep quiet about caper near Carrbridge.  

 

40. Recently a dog entered a fenced hen run in Carrbridge and killed three hens. The dog, with 

3 others had been seen earlier running free in the woods.  

What hope for wildlife while this happens! 

 
41. I think the biodiversity and wildlife have to take precedent now given the collapse of our 

ecosystems. 

 

42. The environment, disturbance by people and economic activities has by far the greatest 

effect on capercaillie. Encouraging more visitors to tramp disturbing the birds which are left 

will not encourage their growth in numbers. These intensely shy birds should be left to find 

their own secluded habitat. Visitors should be allowed to enjoy the park and all it has to 

offer in accordance with the hard laws and more respected rights of free access under 

legislation. Any attempt to restrict those rights by closing off access would be (?) and highly 

detrimental to Scotland’s attractions to visitors. Stop artificially protecting species and 

spend the money on enforcing the adherence to the laws as they stand. 

 

43. My main concern is that access is restricted too widely/often using caper as justification.  

I’m passionate about the environment and wildlife, including birds.  

I’m concerned about the lack of clear scientific evidence re the drivers of caper [numbers] 

decline. I worry about caper being used as something of a Trojan horse to restrict access. I 

believe that Scottish outdoor access code provides adequate framework for access 

management. 

 

44. All animals/birds have a right to live. 

 

45. Stop blaming dog walker when so much land is over cultivated for forestry or developed for 

building.  

My dogs have as much right to live happily as a caper and mountain bikers, hikers and other 

outdoorists are not the problem. When huge amounts of natural forest are destroyed for 

plantations, farming, building.  

I would find the idea of killing other animals (pine Martins, foxes, badgers) abhorrent! No 

trading lives! 
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46. I’m all for protecting any endangered species and promoting biodiversity as well as looking 

after the natural qualities within the park, but this must be balanced with allowing people 

to explore and enjoy the park on foot and by bike. As a mountain biker I’d like to see more 

purpose-built mountain bike trails – including a trail center. The park is large enough to 

segregate these areas and allow capercaillie a space in which to thrive. 

 

47. I think all the red and green plastic fencing should be taken away as it is not good for the 

environment, i.e. it will get into the burns etc. Only use wood spars. A lot of capercaillie 

were killed when unmarked deer fencing was put up in this area. 

 

48. Too much money spent in this project. Should go to housing, jobs. 

 
49. Money should be spent on other things like track alongside road to Avimore and other cycle 

tracks to keep people away from capercaillie areas. 

 

50. Responded by couple. Lack of communication between working group and village. Nobody 

listens to local knowledge. Newsletter is not enough to communicate. Before Carrbridge 

become a center for caper, money should be spent in ensuring habitat protection and 

getting people ready to receive and provide ‘correct’ information about capercaillie. Caper 

habitat has been sold and degraded and nothing has been done about it.  

 
51. It is extremely important that we do as much as possible to save the capercaillie from 

extinction. 

 

52. We need to do as much as possible, as soon as possible to save this bird. Thanks to all that 

are involved. 

 

53. This survey is too long. 

 

54. Poorly designed Q+A survey, far too long and repetitive. Suspect returns will be small. 

 

55. This questionnaire tone has let me understand the limitation of some in Carrbridge. 

 

56. Was any notice taken of impact of new housing development in Carrbridge and inevitable 

loss of habitat from future dwelling of A9 really taken by Scottish government. I think (?) to 

wildcat conservation paid by government agencies: concern will be similar with capers. 

 

57. Too much publicity may have opposite effect from that led by project. 
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58. Since moving here, we have seen the decline in numbers. 20 years ago we would come 

across them (?) including in our garden. 

 
59. The state created a wildlife desert. Capercaillie are one of the victims.  

Address the land ownership issue as priority to help wildlife and human populations.  

 
60. A waste of good money. Capercaillie manage without humans sticking their nose in. Trust 

and credibility items: these are the people who cause most trouble.  

 

61. Find an area for dog owners, fence off all can (?) facilities leading into woods to prevent dog 

owners using their (?) to travel from other towns and villages too walk these dogs in every 

(?), leading into the woods is a first priority.  

It’s quite clear you either take every possible action necessary to protect capercaillie or you 

all do nothing and let numbers decrease more till there is none.  

When do you feel you need to (?) dog walkers and their (?) protected.  

I’m fed up listening to every so often, there is a great (?), then weeks later its history, 99% 

of dog walkers are very lazy, use these (?) to travel to every gateway/access into the woods 

let their dogs do these duty and owner don’t need to pick up their poo. 

 
62. I support your programme. In principle.   

 

63. I’m sorry but I’m all for conservation for birds/animals and will do my bit in the area I live in 

but this questionnaire was a bit too long. Keep the good work though. 

 

64. Like the idea of virtual site to see a capercaillie. Good to keep people from roaming off 

trails. Not sure if Carrbridge has the capacity to cope with tourist center though. 

 
65. The wood behind the golf course used to have many capercaillie. This is not an area where 

people regularly walk dogs or ride bikes, so there must be another reason for their decline. 

I have seen capercaillie happily perched on top of unmarked deer fencing so feel marking 

fences is unnecessary. Also using acres of plastic is hardly environmentally friendly.  

 
66. I find it so sad that the village is split on this issue and I hope it can be resolved with 

compromise on both sides. 

 
67. Estates and gamekeepers are keen on this project because they will be able to control 

predators that are the same for grouse and capercaillie. If pine martens and birds of prey 

were controlled, we run the risk of allowing invasive species in, i.e. grey squirrels.  
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Far too much money being wasted upon this. The capercaillie that have been introduced in 

this country are from Scandinavia and are adapted for a colder climate than occurs in 

Scotland.  

There [are] many reasons they will not survive but mainly nature has decided they will not.  

On 1th September I reported someone acting suspiciously in Glenmore forest. Possibly 

stalking a capercaillie which flew away. They are investigating.  

Finally. This process appears to be flawed in that there is no traceability that the 

questionnaires are filled in by the persons (?), also there appears to be a selection of who 

gets the questionnaire. This whole process needs investigating.  

 

68. I think the survey is flawed – too long questions that are impossible to answer unless you 

already know about capercaillie, and others that have confusing options available.  

 

69. We have healthy numbers of wildlife other than capercaillie. Some, such as pine martens 

may also be declining, as are the wild cats.  

To ‘remove’ pine marten may be detrimental to red squirrels. There are capercaillie in 

Glenmore. Such an elusive bird should be encouraged in areas suitable to it - not in a 

village! 

 
70. I have not seen many in my life here in Carrbridge. When I was a child we have told not to 

go into the woods because the capercaillie would chase us. So these must have more birds 

closer to the village in the 60s. 

 
71. Any restrictions on public access should only apply during breeding season – beginning of 

April to end of July. 

 
72. Complete waste of public funds. Numbers fallen below (?) Set up endangered species 

breeding program in secure area. Get rid of pine marten and badgers.  

Can’t walk my dog in the woods but inviting general public to come and look for them!! 

 

73. Carrbridge was "chosen" for this project without prior consultation with the residents. Not 

good use of huge amount of money.  

Should not be considered a tourist attraction.  

Balance all wrong between management of visitors and wildlife in the park. 

 
74. Far too many predators eating capercaillie these days, i.e. pine martens, badgers, and some 

birds of prey. 

 
75. Since we moved here there was a clear fell on (?) hill during breeding season. This year the 

birds have been disturbed because of the work of the pylons. Signage about keeping your 
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dog on a lead has been up for several years and very very few people pay any notice, even 

when you explain the reasons, i.e. birds nesting on the ground etc. With the increase in 

visitor numbers this is a losing battle unfortunately.  

 

76. Running out of habitat for the caper. Don’t trust gamekeepers they lie about everything in 

the forest. Too many people! 

 
77. I think the residents of Carrbridge are too short sighted and disinterested in wildlife to make 

any sacrifices to help protect our wildlife and it makes me very sad! 

 
78. Dedicated birdwatchers know where they are and should know how to approach them but 

do not encourage the general public/tourists to go near them - provide the right 

environment for them and generally leave them in peace! That way they stand a chance. 

The less publicity the better and all the yellow visitor questionnaire has done is highlight 

they are here - the opposite of what should happen. 

 

79. Seeking the views of residents is entering appropriate but seeking the views of transient 

visitors who stay one or two nights, many of whom have never heard of capercaillie, is a 

waste of public money - it draws attention to the fact that they are here - if we want to 

protect them don’t tell people where they are!!! 

 
80. I fully support conservation efforts and look forward to seeing how Carrbridge manages its 

capercaillie populations. 

 
81. We need less driven grouse moors and murburn. Also less encouragement by CNPA "make 

it yours" to roam everywhere. It is not "yours" but our shared environment. Building a new 

town is also totally unacceptable. I support the CNPA but it frequently put business before 

wildlife. 

 
82. The project may not be perfect - what is, but it has been hijacked by a very small group of 

bullies who are and park (?) have focused on caper, paddling lots of false info. 

 

83. Unless predators are reduced, the capercaillie will not recover. 

 

84. Capercaillie were prevalent in the village when I was a youngster. 

 

85. Would like more public awareness to help protect this bird. 
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86. Carrbridge has guest houses, B&Bs, air B&Bs and holiday cottages, all busy in summer. I 

don't think we want an invasion of capercaillie seekers. Let’s keep Carrbridge a village. 

Freedom to roam is Scottish law.  

Too many restrictions, questions are not clear. 

 

87. Totally in the dark at present - as to what is happening with this project. 

 How can we justify the vast expense of this project - that has been (?) on this community 

with very little consultation. Do we not have any UK experts in this field that would keep the 

cost down? 
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Appendix A – Perception of threats to capercaillie 

 

Further statistical details on perceptions of threats to capercaillie. Mean responses based on a scale 

ranging from: 

 

 Not important = 1 

 Slightly important = 2 

 Moderately important = 3 

 Important = 4 

 Very important = 5 

 

 
Table 2 Perception of threat to capercaillie (Mean responses). 

Potential Threat  Mean (M) 
Standard 

Deviation (SD) 

Lack of suitable habitat. 4.12 .96 

Collision with unmarked deer fences. 3.70 1.17 

Urban development. 3.84 1.16 

Climate change. 3.47 1.16 

Wet spring. 3.67 1.11 

Ticks. 3.16 1.27 

Disturbance by birdwatchers. 3.35 1.21 

Disturbance by mountain bikers. 3.41 1.22 

Disturbance by hikers. 3.34 1.17 

Disturbance by dogs.  4.01 1.04 

Predation by foxes. 3.49 1.15 

Predation by crows. 3.36 1.26 

Predation by badgers. 3.36 1.23 

Predation by pine martens. 3.59 1.17 

Predation by birds of prey (e.g., goshawks, golden eagle, 

buzzard). 

3.19 1.22 
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Appendix B – Behavioural intentions 

 

Further statistical details on behavioural intentions – things people would do for capercaillie. Mean 

responses based on a scale ranging from: 

 

 Definitely not = 1 

 Probably not = 2 

 Maybe = 3 

 Probably yes = 4 

 Definitely yes = 5 

 
Table 3 Behavioural intentions (Mean responses). 

Potential Threat  
Mean 

(M) 

Standard 

Deviation (SD) 

Volunteer with the Cairngorms Capercaillie Project.  2.37 1.09 

Donate money to the Cairngorms Capercaillie Project.  2.33 1.66 

Keep my dog(s) on lead from April to August in sensitive locations.  4.09 1.22 

Get more information about capercaillie.  3.35 1.15 

Stick to trails.  4.00 1.04 

Not make new trails.  3.76 1.39 

Help to maintain trails.  2.96 1.15 

Obey local signage.  4.23 .99 

Help to maintain local signage.  2.85 1.09 

Keep my dog(s) on lead in designated areas.  4.21 1.12 

Help improve existing capercaillie habitat,  2.94 1.13 

Help create new capercaillie habitat.  2.79 1.16 

Report capercaillie sightings.  3.73 1.21 

Report signs of capercaillie, e.g., droppings.  3.43 1.27 

Report suspected wildlife crime, e.g., people disturbing a lek site.  4.36 .90 

Voluntarily avoid a capercaillie area during sensitive times of the year.  4.35 .88 

Voluntarily avoid a capercaillie area all year round.  3.30 1.23 
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Appendix C – Visitor Questionnaire  

 

A different coloured questionnaire (yellow) and different items were designed to explore visitor views 

on capercaillie. The objective was not only to collect data from visitors but explore ways in which 

information could be collected in the future.  

Despite some (n=16) questionnaires being returned, none of the information was used in this report. 

Our approach was to leave questionnaires at the hotels and guest houses/B&B, and to the 2 

restaurant/cafes to be filled out by visitors. However, leaving the questionnaires for visitors to 

complete proved ineffective as very few were returned. Prior to leaving the questionnaires, owners 

and/or managers of potential establishments were contacted in person and asked for their 

collaboration and authorization to leave the questionnaires with visitors.  

Not all owners/managers were available at the moment or were willing to participate. Some explained 

that it was a busy time of the year for them to get involved in the research, or that their guests would 

not have any interest in responding to the questionnaire. A potential language barrier was another 

concern as some visitors were not English speakers.  

In addition, we later realized there was no control over who could complete these questionnaires and 

they could be completed multiple times by a single individual (visitor or resident).  

After spending some time in the village, we learnt and heard from residents that the profile of visitors 

varies throughout the year and any attempt to gather information from visitors should take this into 

account. In this sense, visitor’s information gathered during a single month would likely be biased 

and/or unreliable. Efforts should then be carried out all year long to be reliable.  

From this pilot exercise, we recommend that a better way to implement a visitor questionnaire would 

be through an intercept survey at various times of the year and at various locations. 
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Supplementary material – Research Instrument 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT ARE YOUR 

VIEWS ABOUT 

CAPERCAILLIE? 

Thank You For Sharing Your Opinion By Completing The Questionnaire 

Participation is Voluntary and Responses are Confidential 

A study conducted by Bath and Associates of Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada  
in cooperation with your Carrbridge Capercaillie Community Working Group 

September 2019 
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Carrbridge Residents – Your views about Capercaillie and your community! 

 
Dear Carrbridge resident: 

 

Dr. Alistair Bath and Monica Engel of Bath and Associates, in collaboration with your Carrbridge Capercailllie 

Community Working Group and Cairngorms National Park, are interested in learning more about your opinions 

of capercaillie in the Carrbridge area. From initially listening to some of you, we understand that within the 

community some people feel capercaillie is important, while others may not value the bird at all. We need to 

give everyone a voice in this discussion and figure out how widespread these views are within the community.  

Every household with two adult individuals are receiving a questionnaire that we wish you to complete so we 

can understand how you feel; whether in favour, against or neutral. It is very important that you take the few 

minutes to express your views. Your individual responses will be grouped together with those of other residents 

of Carrbridge ensuring your answers are confidential. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to 

contact us at monica.engel@gmail.com or abath@mun.ca. Please feel free to say hi to Monica or myself while 

we are in your community. Please put your completed questionnaire on your door knob and we will collect it 

tomorrow. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Dr. Alistair Bath, CEO                                        Monica Engel, Associate Researcher 

abath@mun.ca                                                  monica.engel@gmail.com  

 

How do you feel about Capercaillie 

           Have you ever seen a capercaillie before?  Yes     No      Not sure 

        Do you know where to find capercaillie?  Yes     No      Not sure 

In general, how do you feel about capercaillie? 

   Strongly Dislike         Dislike            Neither             Like               Strongly Like 

In general, how much do you think you know about capercaillie? 

   Nothing at all        Little             Moderately              A great deal 

How do you feel about the current status of capercaillie: 

  Not concerned at all    Slightly concerned  Moderately Concerned    Very concerned 

Over the past four decades, do you think capercaillie in Scotland are:  
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  Decreasing     Remaining the same     Increasing      Not Sure 

Over the past four decades, do you think capercaillie in the Cairngorms National Park are: 

  Decreasing     Remaining the same        Increasing    Not Sure 

About how many capercaillie do you think exist in the Cairngorms area?   

How do you feel about the following: 

 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neither Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

Capercaillie are important because they are part of 

nature. 
     

Capercaillie have the right to exist as much as we do.      

Capercaillie are important because they attract tourists 

to this region. 
     

Capercaillie are important because they help the local 

economy. 
     

It is a waste to spend money on protecting capercaillie.      

Capercaillie are an important part of the Scottish natural 

heritage 
     

I want to ensure capercaillie will always be in Scotland.      

We should protect capercaillie for future generations to 

enjoy them.   
     

It is important that this region always has an abundant 

capercaillie population. 
     

We shouldn’t be worrying about capercaillie.       

I am willing to change certain behaviours to protect 

capercaillie.  
     

Too much money has been spent in capercaillie 

conservation. 
     

Even if I never see capercaillie, it is important to me that 

they exist in this region. 
     

I am aware of the potential human impacts on the 

natural system of the park. 
     

 

Things you know about Capercaillie 

In general, do you think the following statements are true or false? 
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Generally 

True 

Generally 

False 
Not sure 

Capercaillie avoid areas about 100m on each side of a trail.    

The only place in the UK where we can still find capercaillie is in Scotland.    

It is illegal to get close to capercaillie whilst they’re lekking (when 

capercaillie males show off to impress the capercaillie hens) and nest 

building. 

   

There may be fewer than a thousand capercaillie birds in the UK.     

Female capercaillie lay their eggs in a nest on the ground.    

Most of the chicks survive to adulthood.    

Capercaillie became extinct in Scotland during the 1700s and were 

reintroduced in the 1800s. 
   

It is likely that only one chick will make it to adulthood.     

Capercaillie are native to Scotland.    

Lek numbers have consistently declined every year since 2015.    

Please rate how important, if at all, are the following in decreasing capercaillie numbers: 

 
Not 

Important 

Slightly 

Important 

Moderatly 

Important 
Important 

Very 

Important 

Lack of suitable habitat.      

Disturbance by birdwatchers.      

Disturbance by mountain bikers.      

Disturbance by hikers.       

Disturbance by dogs.      

Climate change.      

Collision with unmarked deer fences.      

A wet spring.      

Predation by foxes.      

Predation by crows.      

Predation by badgers.      

Predation by pine martens.      

Predation by birds of prey (e.g. 

goshawks, golden eagle, buzzard). 
     

Ticks.      

Urban development.      
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Things you would do for Capercaillie 

How do you feel about the following possible ways that you could help in protecting capercaillie?  

I Am Willing To: 
Definitely 

Not 

Probably 

Not 
Maybe 

Probably 

Yes 

Definitely 

Yes 

Volunteer in the Cairngorms Capercaillie Project.      

Donate money to the Cairngorms Capercaillie Project.      

To keep my dog on leash from April to August in 

sensitive locations. 
     

Get more information about capercaillie.      

Stick to trails.      

Not make new trails.      

Help to maintain trails.      

Obey local signage.      

Help to maintain local signage.      

Keep dog(s) on lead in designated areas.      

Help improve existing capercaillie habitat.      

Help create new capercaillie habitat.      

Report capercaillie sightings.      

Report signs of capercaillie, e.g. dust baths, 

droppings. 
     

Report suspected wildlife crime, e.g. people actively 

or recklessly disturbing a lek site. 
     

Voluntarily avoid a capercaillie area during sensitive 

times of the year. 
     

Voluntarily avoid a capercaillie area all year round.       

Other: (specify) ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Capercaillie management 

Capercaillie management can happen in many ways. Please rate how you feel about the  following possible 

actions: 

 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neither Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

Limit where people can go in forested areas.      

Create more habitat for capercaillie.      

Reduce the number of trails in the park.      

Limit the number of people visiting the park.      
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Fence the areas where capercaillie are nesting.      

Promote responsible access and dog walking.      

Introduce more capercaillie to the park.      

Limit mountain bikers at night.      

Limit housing development close to capercaillie habitat.       

Mark all deer fencing.      

Burn grouse moors.       

Create safe spaces / refuges for capercaillie.      

Introduce a dedicated Ranger service.      

Limiting commercial forestry and forestry works in 

capercaillie sensitive areas. 
     

Reduce number of birds of prey.      

Limit public access to capercaillie areas all year round.      

Do nothing and let nature take its course.      

 
If capercaillie numbers drop to about 470 individual birds, which is considered the minimum for its long-term 

survival, how acceptable, if at all, would be the following management strategies? 

 
Strongly 

Unacceptable 
Unacceptable Neither Acceptable 

Strongly 

Acceptable 

Limit public access on capercaillie habitat 

from April to August.  
     

Create dog free zones.      

Limit dogs in the capercaillie habitat from 

April to August. 
     

Limit mountain bikers in the park.       

Reduce numbers of foxes.      

Reduce numbers of crows.      

Reduce numbers of badger.      

Reduce numbers of pine marten.      

Reduce numbers of birds of prey.       

Introduce sheep.      

Control urban development.      
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In general, how do you feel about the following? 

 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neither Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

Capercaillie should be used as a symbol to attract more 

tourists to Carrbridge. 
     

Reducing predators should occur before any restrictions are 

placed on people.  
     

Young people should get more involved in capercaillie 

conservation. 
     

I feel responsible for capercaillie conservation.      

Capercaillie numbers have declined so much that we could 

say it is a “capercaillie emergency”.  
     

Counting and monitoring capercaillie causes more stress to 

the birds than benefits to its sustainability in the wild. 
     

Capercaillie should be protected by all means.      

There are capercaillie in other parts of Europe, so there is no 

need to worry about them in Scotland.  
     

I fear Carrbridge will turn into a “capercaillie village”.       

I fear capercaillie conservation creates more restrictions than 

benefits to recreationists (e.g., mountain bikers, hikers). 
     

I fear capercaillie conservation creates more restrictions than 

benefits to dogwalkers. 
     

Gamekeepers are important for capercaillie conservation.       

There is not enough information available about capercaillie.      

People should be given an opportunity to watch capercaillie 

lekking, e.g. from a hide. 
     

People should be given an opportunity to watch capercaillie 

lekking using virtual technology. 
     

 
If you knew where a capercaillie lek was, would you tell visitors to the area where the birds were so they could 

enjoy seeing them? 

  Definitely not   Probably not   Maybe   Probably yes   Definitely yes 

If you knew where a capercaillie lek was, would you tell other people from Carrbridge where the birds were so 

they could enjoy seeing them? 

  Definitely not       Probably not   Maybe   Probably yes   Definitely yes 

If you found a capercaillie feather, would you be willing to return it to the park authority for scientific purposes?  
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  Definitely not     Probably not   Maybe        Probably yes     Definitely yes 

If you have a dog and it chases a capercaillie, would you be willing to return to the same area the next day? 

  Definitely not   Probably not   Maybe   Probably yes   Definitely yes  Not applicable 

In general, how would you characterize your level of interest in capercaillie? 

  Not Interested  Somewhat Interested   Neutral    Moderately Interested    Very Interested 

How have you received information, if at all, about capercaillie in the past? Please select all that apply.  

 Books           Carrbridge Capercaillie Newsletter   Internet  Governmental agency 

 Radio  Television  Environmental group  Other: ______________ 

 
To what extent, if any, would you believe the following organizations in giving you information and 

managing capercaillie: 

 
Never 

(0%) 

A little 

(25%) 

Half of the 

time (50%) 

Most of the 

time (75%) 

All the time 

(100%) 

Carrbridge Capercaillie Community Working 

Group 
     

Carrbridge Community Council      

Scottish Capercaillie Group      

Cairngorms National Park Authority      

Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH)      

Royal Society for the Protection of Birds 

(RSPB) 
     

Scottish Gamekeepers Association (SGA)      

Game & Wildlife Conservation Trust (GWCT)      

Forest & Land Scotland       

Seafield State      

 

Your views about the Cairngorms National Park Authority in the context of capercaillie conservation 

In general, how do you feel about the following? 

 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neither Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 
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There is a clear and open dialogue between park authority 

and the community of Carrbridge. 
     

There are too many rules and restrictions and little 

flexibility. 
     

The Park Authority respects the local needs when making 

decisions. 
     

The Park Authority respects the local knowledge when 

making decisions. 
     

The Park Authority respects the local culture when making 

decisions. 
     

The Park Authority should focus on what people want to 

see. 
     

The local community lost control over its own environment 

when the Park was established. 
     

There is lack of infrastructure in Carrbridge to receive 

tourists. 
     

The Park Authority should have more visible presence in 

Carrbridge. 
     

The Park Authority doesn’t care about Carrbridge 

residents. 
     

 

Living in Carrbridge and the Cairngorms area 

On average, how often do you do the following? 

 Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always 
Not 

Applicable 

When walking in the Cairngorms National 

Park, I walk free in the woods. 
      

When hiking in the park, I stay on the trail.       

When cycling in the park, I keep on signed 

paths. 
      

When dog walking in and around 

Carrbridge, I keep my dog(s) on the lead.  
      

When dog walking beyond Carrbridge, e.g. 

in a neighbouring village or other part of 

the Park, I keep my dog(s) on the lead. 

      

I give food to wild animals.       

I keep a certain distance from wildlife so 

not to disturb them.  
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Please tell us a little about yourself 

Are you?  Male  Female   Prefer not to say 

How old are you?  18 – 25  36 – 45  56 – 65  

 26 – 35  46 – 55  66 + years 

Do you take part in field sports?  Yes  No  If so, what do you do? _______________________ 

Do you have a dog?  Yes        No       

How long have you been living in Carrbridge?  

Please feel free to share any further comments you may have about capercaillie and Carrbridge: 

Thank you for sharing your views! 


